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INFORMATION FOR THE PRESS
Successful cooperation between De Gruyter, the FID Jewish Studies (Specialized Information Services Program) and Knowledge Unlatched
Frankfurt/Berlin, 15. November 2018: The Fachinformationsdienst (FID) Jewish Studies and
De Gruyter present 20 titles from the field of Jewish Studies Open Access. The e-books
have been made openly accessible through Knowledge Unlatched and its "KU Reverse"
model.
The title list contains important works from the fields of history, Jewish studies and literature,
including fundamental works such as the "Handbuch der deutsch-jüdischen Literatur" (Handbook of German-Jewish Literature) edited by Hans Otto Horch and "Die Sprache der
Judenfeindschaft im 21. Jahrhundert" (The Language of Antisemitism in the 21st Century) by
Monika Schwarz-Friesel and Jehuda Reinharz. The titles can be accessed on Open Access
portals such as OAPEN and library catalogues. Together with other freely accessible ebooks, the 20 titles can be found on the publisher's website here.
The FID Jewish Studies at the JCS University Library Frankfurt/Main is directed by Dr. Rachel Heuberger and has replaced the former special collections "Science of the Jews" and
"Israel". The aim is to provide the specialist community with research-relevant literature, but
also to develop innovative research tools.
"The free provision of these titles was particularly important to us, as they are used by our
scientists in cooperation with other institutions all over the world. The acquisition barrier has
previously made academic work more difficult," says Dr. Rachel Heuberger, head of FID
Jewish Studies at Frankfurt University Library.
"The cooperation with FID Jewish Studies is a promising start for us to further expand Open
Access in this programme segment. We look forward to continuing to work constructively on
new models in future in dialogue with our partners in order to promote the idea of free accessibility and easy retrieval of scientific results," says Martin Rethmeier, Editorial Director History at De Gruyter.
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FID Jewish Studies: The Fachinformationsdienst Jüdische Studien der Frankfurter Universitätsbibliothek (Jewish Studies Special Information Service of the Frankfurt University Library) provides subject-specific information as well as electronic and printed resources for
science and research. The search portal (www.jewishstudies.de) offers central access to the
entire spectrum of Jewish Studies / Israel Studies and thus enables optimal research.
De Gruyter: De Gruyter has been publishing first-class scientific works for over 260 years.
The international publishing house is headquartered in Berlin and has further offices in Boston, Beijing, Basel, Warsaw, Vienna and Munich. De Gruyter publishes over 1,300 new book
titles and more than 900 journals annually in the humanities, social sciences, medicine,
mathematics, technology, computer sciences, natural sciences and law, and also offers a
wide range of digital media. The publishing group includes the imprints De Gruyter Akademie Forschung, Birkhäuser, De Gruyter Mouton, De Gruyter Oldenbourg, De Gruyter Saur,
De|G Press, Deutscher Kunstverlag (DKV), Düsseldorf University Press and the publishing
service provider Sciendo. For further information, please visit: www.degruyter.com.
Knowledge Unlatched: Knowledge Unlatched (KU) is committed to free access to academic content for readers around the world. The KU online platform serves as a central point
of contact for libraries worldwide to support Open Access models, publication collections of
leading publishing houses, and new Open Access initiatives. For more information, please
visit: http://www.knowledgeunlatched.org/.
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